


Nuclear receptors (NRs) are a family of highly conserved transcription factors 
that regulate transcription in response to small lipophilic compounds. They 

play a role in every aspect of development, physiology and disease in 
humans.  

In contrast to the classical endocrine receptors that originally defined the 
family, recent studies suggest that the first NRs might have been sensors of 
their environment, binding ligands that were external to the host organism

A unique property of nuclear receptors that 
differentiates them from other classes of receptors is 
their ability to directly interact with and control the 
expression of genomic DNA. As a consequence, nuclear 
receptors play key roles in homeostasis.



The popularity of NRs as drug targets is due to 
the fact that, in addition to playing a key role in 
these physiological processes, the receptors 

naturally contain a hydrophobic pocket that binds 
small hydrophobic molecules, and the most 

effective drugs are typically small hydrophobic 
compounds ( METADICHOL) can cross the 

plasma membrane



METADICHOL
Nuclear Hormone receptors differ fundamentally from cell 

surface receptors in that the complex of ligand and 
receptor is directly responsible for the physiological 
regulatory action, with no intervening chain of events 

involving other mediator molecules.
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There are 49 Nuclear 
receptors in Humans 
shows here are those that 
are well known . 
Metadichol binds to these 
for which have ligands 
and in vitro tests are 
available 



These 27 human receptors have available assay where we tested against Metadichol 
and it binds to all of them 
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homeostasis



NR current therapeutics



NR possible therapeutics
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Inverse agonists block constitutive response

Metadichol exhibits dual properties
 for e.g Increasing Insulin Secretion ( type 1)  and reducing Insulin (type 2) 

It behaves more like a Protean agonist. 

Protean agonists act as both positive and negative agonists on the same receptor, 
depending on the degree of constitutive activity that is present. 

If there is no constitutive activity, the agonist would be a positive agonist. 

When constitutive activity is present, the Protean agonist would be an inverse 
agonist. 

Neubig. R.R., Missing Links: Mechanisms of Protean Agonism, Mol. Pharmaco: 2007; l71:200–1202.
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This process is repeated when 
Metadichol interacts with  other Nuclear 

receptors. 
Shown here is with VDR


